On the basis of the analogy between (1) and the isoperimetric problems of the circle and the semicircle it is likely that the solution C of (0, 2tî) is an open arc, also given by (1) , but with O^t^ir. The isoperimetric inequality would then be V(Q g 2»-1[(7r«)"(277)!77!]-172"(C).
The case (0, 3) has been treated by Egervary [3] , who proves that here the solution is one turn of the circular helix *(/) = sin t, y(i) = cos t, z(t) = 2'll2t, and the isoperimetric inequality is V(C) = (UJVty-WiC).
Presented to the Society, April 6, 1957 under the title Convex hulls of a class of closed space curves. Preliminary report; received by the editors December 6, 1957 and, in revised form, January 10, 1959. The last class of problems, (c, 2n + l), does not seem to have been treated so far, although (c, 3) was proposed by Bonnesen and Fenchel in 1934 , [4, p. 111] . Here (c, 3) is considered and a partial solution is given.
II. From now on a curve C, unless otherwise defined, will mean a closed rectifiable curve in E3. C is said to be smooth if along C the Cartesian coordinates x(s), y(s) and z(s) are continuously differentiable functions of the arc-length 5. A curve C belongs to the class 31 if (2) C is smooth, (3) C has two orthogonal planes of symmetry Pi and P2, (4) C projects on Pi, and on P2, as a convex open arc, and on P3 (a plane orthogonal to Pi and P2) as a closed convex plane curve.
Geometrically interpreted, these conditions state that C is the intersection of certain two perpendicular smooth convex symmetric cylinders. We can now select a Cartesian coordinate system so that (5) and (6) 
Here and elsewhere accent denotes differentiation with respect to the arc-length s. The symmetry condition implies that C cuts Pi and P2 at right angles:
x'(3Z/4) = 1, y'(3Z/4) = z'(3Z/4) = 0. four vertices of a rectangle; let K be the union of all such rectangles. Then K is a convex solid containing C and through any point of the boundary of K there passes a straight segment with end-points on C. Therefore C = K. Let pi and p2 be two points on C, both in the same octant, and let ZZi and H2 be the horizontal quarter-planes through them. That is, Hi is the part of the horizontal plane through pi in the octant of pi. Taking now the largest parallelepiped between Hi and H2 in C as the volume element, and performing the usual operations of setting up a definite integral, we obtain (8). It will be noticed that in each of the four octants of C either x, y and z' are all nonnegative, or two of them are nonpositive, so that the integrand in (8) is always nonnegative.
Then a necessary condition for V to be maximum is that the following system of differential equations be satisfied :
k2x" = -xy2, k2y" = -yx2, kz' = xy, k a constant.
By the theory of the Lagrange multipliers [S], the above problem reduces to that of maximizing the single integral Z = I F(s, x, y, z, x', y', z')ds Comparing (11), (12) and the arc-length condition x'2+y'2+3/2 -1 = 0, we get &2 = 4A2 and the lemma follows.
Lemma 3. The necessary condition of Lemma 2 is also sufficient.
Without loss of generality let X = &/2>0. We form first the Weierstrass E-iunction and the Legendre quadratic form Í7 for the integral 7 in (9). These are defined as follows, [S]:
Qfêi, h, ïi) = S Fx'fp, x, y, 2, *', y', *0Si&,
where Xi=x, Xi = y, x3 = z. Performing the calculations, we have
0= -2\(ii + d + (i).
Thus two conditions for a relative strong maximum are satisfied. The remaining two conditions are also satisfied, and by the sufficiency theorem for Bolza's problem, [5, p. 235] , the lemma follows.
III. In this section we shall investigate the differential equations describing C. By a change of scale it will be assumed that k = l, and the equations become x" = -xy2, y" = -yx2, z'=xy. substituting into (13) and comparing coefficients, we have (n + 2)(n + 1K+2 = -2Z <*ißjßk, (is) "tr (n + 2)(n + l)ßn+2 = -2Z ß#Xjotk, n ^ 0.
Let P = max (1, c, \ao\, \ßo\ ), so that in view of (15) (19) | a;| ^ R'+\ \ßj\ £R»\ j -0,1.
Assume that (19) holds for jgra + 1. Then by (18) (n + 2)(n + 1) | an+2 \ ú R"+3 E 1 = -(n + 2)(n + 1)R«+3, i+j+k=n 2 and similar estimate holds for |/Sn+2|. It follows that (19) holds for j = n + 2 and, by induction on n, for all/. Therefore the power series (17) converge for \s -s0\ <1/P = min (1, 1/c, l/]x(s0)|, l/|y(so)|), which was the assertion.
In particular, by putting s0 = 0 it follows that x(s) and y(s) are analytic for 0 5Í5<min
(1, 1/c, l/|oo|, l/[&o|)=Si. Now we repeat the same procedure with s¡ -ej in place of 5o. Here ft, and later e", is a small positive constant. The result is that x(s) and y(s) remain analytic for Si -eit=s<s2, where s2 = min (1, 1/c, 1/|x(si -ei)|, l/[ y(si -ei)| ). By (16) \x(si -ei)\ ^Co+csi and | y(si -ei) | f^Co + csi, so that s2 Sïmin (1, 1/c, l/(co+C5i)).
If this process is continued, we obtain a sequence of analytic continuation intervals: 0^s<Si, Si -ei^s From the first integral (14) we have x'2+y'2+x2y2 = b2 for all s. Therefore D cannot pass in Q above the hyperbola xy = b, and the last conclusion of the lemma follows now from the geometry of the situation. IV. It will be indicated now how some restrictions on C in Theorem 1 can be relaxed. Instead of assuming that C is smooth it suffices to assume piecewise smoothness.
The full condition follows: at the four points where C cuts its symmetry planes by transversality, elsewhere by the Weierstrass-Erdmann corner condition, [5] . We define now the class 23 of bicylindric curves, which is wider than St. Let Z be a cylinder whose directrix is a simple plane open arc lying on one side of the straight line L through its end-points. Let Pi(Z) be the plane through L parallel to the direction of Z, and let P2(Z) be the plane parallel to Pi(Z) which supports Z from the other side. A rectifiable curve is bicylindric if C = ZiC\Z2, where Zi and Z2 are two cylinders as described above, and Pi(Zi) =P2(Z2), P2(Zi)=Pi(Z2).
A curve C in 23 is called deficient if for some other curve Ci in 93
It is clear that in solving (c, 3) for curves in 23 it suffices to consider nondeficient curves only. However, by simple symmetrization techniques, similar to those of Steiner [7] , it may be shown that CG33 is deficient unless CG SI-Furthermore, it appears likely that a single condition on C in Theorem 1 would suffice: no plane cuts C in more than four points. The help of these persons and institutions is gratefully acknowledged.
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